PEDESTRIAN AND/OR BIKE FACILITIES

90. - Need safe crossing across 8th Street. It's super dangerous now, especially for kids.

93. - Sidewalks on both sides of Washington, wide enough for wheelchair access.

94. - Sidewalks are super narrow near 5th Street.

95. - Consistent sidewalks, separated from bike trail.

96. - Need safe crossing across 5th Street. It's super dangerous now, especially for kids.

97. - Consistent crosswalk would be great at 5th and Washington across Washington.

98. - Sidewalks are super narrow near 5th Street.

99. - Sidewalks are super narrow near 5th Street.

100. - Split shoulder, sidewalk is narrow.

101. - Unpredictable availability here.

102. - Crosswalk at 5th Street. We can't see speeding traffic coming down hill.

103. - Sidewalk is super narrow for a double stroller, no steps near 6th Street.

104. - Sidewalks are super narrow near 6th Street. If we walk in street to get to Washington.

105. - Need sidewalk along 6th Street. Easy to walk in street to get to Washington.

106. - Sidewalk is super narrow near 6th Street. If we walk in street to get to Washington.

107. - Sidewalks are super narrow near 6th Street.

108. - Sidewalks are super narrow near 6th Street.

109. - No roundabout dangerous to pets, people can't see them right.

110. - Is there someone watching someone from falling in the ditch and getting trapped underground?

111. - No roundabout dangerous to pets, people can't see them right.

112. - As a pedestrian, I prefer roundabouts. Roundabouts to slow traffic and reduce traffic.

113. - Connector trail down ditch to 4th pocket park.

114. - Drivers can't see people who are crossing here Bridge Wash St. east. It would be great for cars to know there is a crossing here.

115. - Connector trail down ditch to 4th pocket park.

116. - Is there someone watching someone from falling in the ditch and getting trapped underground?

117. - This east side sidewalk is currently narrow and has a difficult crosswalk. I need to walk up this and need help. Please widen the sidewalk.

118. - 120. Please - NO RAISED BIKE LANE signs on Heritage. Please throw away and send them, as useless. After some rainfall, still an ice ridge across entrance and exit points. Striped bike lines are fine. Anyone who is afraid to ride in those will be on the sidewalk anyway. (Agreed: Note, 6, 6, 6, 6).

119. - Lights shining on status also shines in drivers eyes and puts pedestrians in shadow. Unfair.

120. - Pedestrian crossing between American Mountainwater and Mountain Trail.

121. - Do not narrow Washington from 12th to 4th. Traffic will back up. But don't neglect bike lanes please (+1).

122. - Enforce snow removal rules for sidewalks.
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